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SESSION 1 

 

HOW TO PRIORITISE ACTIONS AND HOW TO INCREASE GOVERNMENTS’ 

ANTICIPATORY CAPACITIES?  

________________________________________________________________________ 

1. Chile has a long history of natural resource dependency. Today, copper and copper-related 

products alone account for 51% of national gross exports. The country has been highly successful in 

maintaining macro-economic stability and in setting up investment frameworks and trade agreements with 

multiple partners. And over the last decade it has made progress in increasing the quality of life of its 

citizens, but inequality is still high and economic opportunities are not equally shared across society. In 

this context, the persistent dependency on natural resources, and the associated vulnerability to exogenous 

factors, is challenging the capacity of the country to respond to the aspirations of its growing middle-

classes and their demands for better jobs, education, health and other services. 

2.  The reduction in copper prices from 4.58 USD/lb in February of 2011 to 1.94 USD/lb in January 

of 2016 (with prices currently fluctuating around 2.5 USD/lb) is pressing the country to identify new 

sources of growth. These imply not only addressing the productivity gap, but also identifying ways to 

enable the creation of new firms and the development of new capabilities and economic activities in the 

country, benefiting from global opportunities, unique local assets and new technologies. 

3. The proposals for diversifying the Chilean economy are multiple. On the one hand, there is a call 

for advancing the agenda of red tape simplification (some successes include the 2013 law for creating a 

business in one day), enhancing support for starting and scaling up businesses and strengthening skills’ 

development, especially in technical and vocational training. On the other hand, there is an open debate on 

what Chile could do beyond fostering competitiveness and improving productivity in existing industries. 

This implies a more ambitious agenda that requires not only a vision (currently put forward by the Ministry 

of Economy in the 2014 National Agenda for Productivity, Innovation and Growth), but also prioritising 

medium and long term actions. These actions should take into account potential scenarios for the future 

and effective buy-in from all stakeholders, including local communities and domestic and foreign 

companies, and coordination between policies for innovation, industrial development and trade, and 

adequate financing.  

4. One of the key pillars of the PTPR is the “anticipation capacity” of transformation strategies and 

ecosystems, i.e. the capacity to detect future opportunities, factor in voices for change, and anticipate 

potential shifts in global and domestic dynamics. Governments are not known for being at the forefront of 

mechanisms and tools for scenario building, nor for using scenarios and foresights in strategic planning. 

However, the complexity and uncertainty of the current global economic landscape, characterised by a 

high speed in changes, by major global political shifts and technological and digital revolutions, are 

increasingly calling for more sophisticated and forward-looking strategies. There is no unique way to 

increase the anticipatory capacity of governments, but much can be learned by looking at the different 

instruments some countries are putting in place to increase their forward-looking perspective and to enable 

effective prioritisation and coordination of actions for economic transformation. 
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5.  In Chile, some initiatives are looking into future trends, but there is no systematic way to 

integrate these visions in a national consensus and in concrete policies. The National Productivity 

Commission, a public-private consultation body created in 2015 is looking for options to scale up and 

increase value added from mining. The Future Commission of the Senate, set up in 2012, discusses future 

trends and identifies ways to better inform policies with national and foreign experts. The Chilean National 

Council for Innovation and Development (CNID) advises the Presidency on innovation opportunities 

through the elaboration of strategy for the future (currently with an horizon 2030), focusing on big national 

and global challenges where Chile can leverage on its unique assets (water management, solar energy,  

Smart&Green mining, to name a few). Table 1 summarises consensual and controversial issues in the 

diversification debate, with a view to identify what role increased governments’ anticipatory capacities 

could play to achieve a shared vision for the future.  

 

Table 1. Opportunities and challenges of Chile’s diversification strategy 

Consensual issues    Controversial points 

Need to reduce copper dependency (mostly urged by the 
steep reduction in copper prices of the last 5 years). 

 

Identification of priorities through: 

 Sectors/economic activities approach 

 Challenge-driven approach 

 Market signals & economic openness 

The history of sound-macroeconomic management, good 
governance and trade openness could be an asset for 
managing the more complex policies needed for 
diversification in an  industry 4.0 & GVCs global 
landscape 

 

Need to identify mechanisms to better learn from FDI, and 
increase knowledge & technology spillovers from foreign 
talents and firms 

 

Banks are perceived as conservative and with limited 
interest in backing up innovative ventures and projects 

 

Opportunities & challenges of the current approach to prioritisation 

+ Existing initiatives (mostly led by CORFO) to create 
opportunities for change (creation of new companies, 
incentives for changing the behaviour of firms and 
technology centres & universities) 

 - Political polarisation might have a negative impact 
on planning and execution 

+ Creation of a Productivity Commission favouring public-
private dialogue for identifying priorities for actions 

 - Lack of a shared vision for the future => little 
commitment to high-impact-long-term projects, little 
patience in allowing diversification projects to deliver 
results, and difficulty in scaling up successful 
experimentations (e.g. cluster policies) 

+/- Existence of spaces for forward-looking thinking (e.g. 
Future Commission in the Senate and National Council 
for Innovation and Development) but no mechanisms to 
translate future perspectives into a shared vision for 
action 

 - Excessive reliance on documents & plans instead of 
creating the foundations for the plan to be 
implemented (e.g. having a sound STI and trade 
infrastructure, an ecosystem of companies and 
technology centres, and a mind-set that values 
innovation and change) 
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Key questions for discussion 

This session is devoted to identify key lessons learned in defining priorities for diversification strategies. In 

particular, it focuses on scouting out good practices in strengthening anticipation capacities of states for 

strategic decision making.  Participants are invited to share their experiences in relation to governance 

mechanisms, programmes and actions taken in their countries to address these issues with a view to 

identify actionable policy options for Chile. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. How can countries successfully identify priorities for their diversification strategy? Can countries 

go beyond their current competitive advantage and endowments and identify new specialisation 

opportunities? Can they do it by prioritising specific industries, technologies or activities? And if 

so, how can they do it effectively? 

2. How can consensus and buy-in from different stakeholders be generated around economic 

transformation strategies?  

3. What institutions and institutional capabilities are needed to prioritise effectively?  

4. How to set up consultation processes for prioritisation? How to identify the actors that need to be 

at the table? How to enable the participation of voices for change in these dialogues? 

5. What tools and governance arrangements can increase governments’ capacity to elaborate 

scenarios? How can anticipatory capacities in governments enable more effective and forward-

looking strategies for economic transformation? 

SHARED VISION FOR THE FUTURE 

Endowments 

Production & 
innovation 

system 

Market 
opportunities 

How to diversify the 

economy? 

 

- New activities? 

- New industries? 

- Specialisation or 

diversification within 

existing industries? 

 

How to prioritise? 
 


